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Tested on macOS Catalina. A: With new Python 3.6, we can define a
custom version of IPython that compiles to Windows PE. exe file. The
executable can then be included in a jar file for deployment on every
Windows OS. For additional details on Python3 / Jython 3.6 appbundle
development, read: Python 3.6 - Appbundle Development And: Python
3.6 - Windows Installation files for Python 3.6 development
Screenshots: How to "Embed" Python 3.6 in JAR file (WITH
COMPILE) A: You will need to download the latest version of
homebrew to have the latest Python 2.7 version on macOS. You could
also use the Gist installation of Python 2.7 on macOS. A little bit more
convenient. brew install python Gist installation: Q: grep not printing
full line with multi-line pattern matching I need to iterate over a file
and print all lines that include a particular sub-string. I use a variation
of this regex: grep -owherenc=unix '.*"||"$*' This does as I'd expect: it
prints out all lines that contain the "||" sub-string. This works very well
for this case. However, it does not quite do what I want it to do. grep
prints out only the first line that matches. For example: $ cat file cat | ||
cat | || x cat This is an example Then when I run: grep -owherenc=unix
'.*"||"$*' file it prints: cat | || This is an example However, I expected to
get: cat | || This is an example x cat Why does it not print out the next
line? I can use cat -A to print the first and last lines in the file, but that
is not what I want to do. Is there a way to print the whole line even
though the pattern matches part of a multi-line line? A: 3e33713323
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